TOMBS CREATIUS
WE CREATE HANDCRAFTED
GAMES AND STREET
EXPERIENCES TO MAKE THE
HEART BEAT
Tombs Creatius is a company of street art
that offers games and experiences to keep
alive the inner child. We believe in art as a
spark able to wake up restlessness, able to
squeeze the mind and to make the heart
beat. That's why we bring our proposals to
different squares and for all audiences with
the aim to generate collective experiences.
Experiences which make us share, feel,
seek, look, watch ... and play

We are craftsmen,
curious souls,
restless hearts,
imaginative
minds
Our proposals are more than games. They
are also experiences that test the wit and
the ability to have fun, to feel emotions, to
generate memories and to share the street
with joy and renewed spirit.

Since Tombs Creatius was created
in 1998, the mind and the heart of
the company haven't stop to create.
We always find new worlds to
explore. We are never going to be
tired of making play our
imagination, of inventing new ways
to have fun, of feeling and leaving
an emotional footprint to ours
memory. Our souls are still young

We need public like
you, to come to the
square, join us and
get alive our
Xics playing
with
them

SYNOPSIS
DO YOU WANT TO BE PART
OF A “HUMAN TOWER”?
COME AND JOIN THE XICS!
Sponsored by Margeners de Guissona and
Tirallongues de Manresa, this is the first
"human tower" born in a carpentry.
Their members become alive every time
someone plays with them in the square.
They propose games of wit to challenge
people of all ages.
Let's play to be a "Colla Castellera" and
share values such as sanity, balance,
strength, cooperation, perseverance or the
diversity of capacities.
Everyone can be a little Xurrac. You just
need to play!

CREATIVE PROCESS
THE SYMBOLIC GAME, STREET
ART AND THE WORLD OF
“CASTELLERS” JOIN
Everything began by discovering the sculptural work of
Alexander Calder. The creation of his particular circus with the
figures 'mobiles' was kind of a game of children. As when kids
imagine their characters playing with any object. It was
fascinating how this genius had become a child to use art as a
game. It was then when our spark was lighted on and we were
obsessed about the recurring image of playing to become
something.
The world of "human towers" has always fascinated us. We
share the values and the will to make the street a meeting,
coexistence and transformation space. The project was
becoming real: the symbolic game inspired by Calder, the
street as a meeting place for the "colla castellera" and our
wooden games were the union of an idea that had as a main
focus the people and their experiences.
We will play to be a "colla castellera". This was the main idea,
result of cooking our inspiration. It was in 2014 when we
started the research process to make it happen. Toni Tomàs
became a member of the group of Margeners de Guissona,
attending for months in the essays. Thanks to that he could
impregnate concepts and images that had to be converted into
gameplay and that finally were materialized in wooden
mechanisms. The "colla castellera" had the honour to be the
first ones to try the games.

We want to
play to be a
“colla
castellera”

After the first part of the creational process,
which allowed us to refine aspects, we went to
the next phase. Carles Pijuan contributed with his
artistic talent to give a "castellera" style and
aesthetic to all that bunch of wooden
mechanisms.
The games acquired their own language, a
collective symbology that made them become a
"casteller" group through the gameplay. The first
one born in a carpentry by Joan Domingo, Diego
Caicedo and Toni Tomàs. In addition,
David Ibáñez, director of Fira Manresa, bet for the
proposal and became co-producer of the event. In
2016, the Margeners de Guissona and
Tirallongues de Manresa sponsored the birth of
the new "casteller" band in the Plaza Mayor of
Manresa: Xics del Xurrac.

WE ARE A BUSINESS THAT
SUPPORTS LOCAL FARMERS

ARTISTIC TEAM
IDEA AND AUTHOR:
Toni Tomàs

PRODUCTION:

Tombs Creatius

TECHNIC DIRECTOR:
Toni Tomàs

ARTISTIC ACCOMPANIMENT:
Carles Pijuan

CONSTRUCTION:

Joan Domingo, Diego Xavier
Caicedo i Toni Tomàs

TECHNIC DETAILS
NECESSARY:
A flat area of 300m2, without
slopes.
Accessibility for a van at the foot of
the scene.
A parking space nearby the show
space to park the van.

ASSEMBLY TIME:
Around 1 hour and a half

DISMANTLING TIME:
Around 1 hour

TIME:

Continuous functions throughout
sessions of 3 hours. Also it is
possible to do two 3-hour sessions
with a break in between.

From a cultural standpoint,
coffeehouses largely serve as
centers of social interaction: the
coffeehouse provides patrons with
a place to congregate, talk, read,
write, entertain one another, or
pass the time, whether
individually or in small groups.
Since the development of Wi-Fi,
coffeehouses with this capability
have also become places for
patrons to access the Internet on
their laptops and tablet
computers.

PLACES WERE WE HAVE BEEN
“XICS DEL XURRAC” HAS PARTICIPATED IN STREET ART
FESTIVALS OF ALL OVER EUROPE, EVEN IN TAIWAN
2019 Trobada Colles Castelleres Baix Llobregat - Festival
Esperanzah (Prat de Llobregat)
2019 Taipei Arts Children Festival (TAIWAN)
2019 Brik Festival de Breda (HOLLAND)
2019 KinderKultur Festival Duisburg (GERMANY)
2019 Festival i! (PORTUGAL)
2019 Fira d'Olot
2019 Arles (FRANCE)
2019 De Gevleugelde Stad Ieper (BELGIUM)
2019 Parcs plens de plans (Viladecans)
2019 Festa del Pallasso (Barcelona)
2019 Festival FETEN (Gijón)
2018 Lollapalooza Berlin (GERMANY)
2018 Dag van het zand Lommel (BELGIUM)
2018 Festival Esbaiola’t (Esterri d’Àneu)
2018 MalmöfestivalenMalmö (SWEDEN)
2018 GDIFEtham (UK)
2018 GDIF London Greenwich (UK)

2018 Festival international A pas contés Dijon
(FRANCE)
2017 Parc DE NADAL (Sant Cugat)
2017 Fira Titelles Lleida
2017 ESPAI DE CARRER (Viladecans)
2017 Festa Major de Lleida
2017 Festival saltimbanqui (Colmenar Viejo)
2017 Festival Sementes, Almada (PORTUGAL)
2017 Festival Xalaro (Platja d’Aro)
2017 Festival FESTA Ovar (PORTUGAL)
2017 Festival Al Carrer (Viladecans)
2017 Echappée Belle Alençon (FRANCE)
2017 FIRA TARREGA
2017 Festival MAC – Festes de la Mercè (Barcelona)
2017 Festa Major de Gandia
2017 Festival FESTICAM (Amposta)
2017 Fetes de saint Nicolas_Nancy (FRANCE)
2016 Parc de Nadal (Sabadell)
2016 Fira Mediterrània (Manresa) – PREMIERE

OTHER PROPOSALS
MONSTER COLORS
Going around feeds the imagination and gives way to new
games and languages. And when the door is open to
dreamlike universes and the artistic talent of the
illustrator Carles Porta, a collection that is much more
than just wooden games is born: the objects are
sculptures able to express and its art, combined with
crafts, opens the door to an imaginary world to play and
dream.

THE TRIP
There are experiences that are lived just once. Or two.
Inside what looks like a traditional caravan, handled by a
peculiar mechanic, a unique device is hided. He invites us
to enter and make a sidereal trip that will take us to the
limit. Just those ones brave enough to enter inside the
device full of mechanical gadgets, will live a unique trip. A
non-transferable experience, as short as intense and that
leaves in the heart of each one a secret to keep.
Do you dare to feel it?

THE STRANGE TRAVEL OF MR
TONET
The life of Mr. Tonet will fascinate you. His fantastic
adventures are a treasure to discover in each of the 10
games built with disuse and recycled material. Each game
is in a box. In each box there’s a story. And in every story
- with the help of robotics – there’s a new creature to
discover. A world full of sound, light and movement.
There's only one Mr. Tonet. There's no one like him!

PUCK CINEMA CARAVANA
Puck is a caravan and his belly is a tiny cinema, perhaps
the smallest in the world. 7 people can enjoy of animated
short films that can't be seen on the TV. The menu is
varied, with films from around the world and full of
treasures found in the huge artistic background created
through animation history. The objective is to arouse
passion for the animated film and enjoy of a small but
great audiovisual work.

PUCK AND THE TROUPE
The animated characters have decided to reveal themselves.
They want to play and need a bigger world, imaginative
hands and open minds that make them real. We will live an
adventure of animation through small-format cinema, street
games and live illustration. The whole troupe of the PUCK is
ready to put the world upside down, live animated
adventures through their games and even draw us back,
recreate and become more characters from his endless
gang. As infinite as we can imagine.

SHOW COPRODUCED BY:

RECRUITMENT:
CATALAN DISTRIBUTION
Tombs Creatius
Carrer Castell 34 · 25250 - Bellpuig
629 805006 · 973 337 009
info@tombscreatius.com

SPAIN DISTRIBUTION
La Sala Distribució
+34 657143177
info@stradactiva.com
production.tombs@gmail.com

INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTION
Peppe Cannata - Stradactiva
+34 657143177
info@stradactiva.com
production.tombs@gmail.com

www.tombscreatius.com
@tombscreatius

#TombsCreatius
#XicsdelXurrac
WITH THE SUPPORT
OF DEPARTAMENT
DE CULTURA

COMPANY
ASSOCIATED TO

“The “pinya” welcomes everyone and
unites in a single gesture different
gestures, because at the time of raising
the great building of light, the more is
renounced the more is won.”
MIQUEL MARTÍ I POL

